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Cover Story
The November running day saw the model railway group hold their
annual display in the clubhouse. Our cover picture shows a train about
to depart the main station on the N gauge European layout that several
members of the model railway group have been building over the past
year.
Also on display was Tom Haynes' EM gauge layout Hayning Island,
which is based the terminus of the line to Hayling Island. In Tom's
version the line survived the Beeching cuts because a nuclear power
station was built nearby. This layout is very much a work in progress,
as Tom explained at a recent Friday evening meeting.
Below: An interested visitor looks on as the operators deal with a
derailed tram on the European Layout.
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Above: Hayning Island. This layout is still under construction. The siding
at the far end on the right is for the nuclear flask traffic to and from the
nearby nuclear power station.
Below: Also on display was the model railway group's small diesel depot
layout, Brushford.
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Chairman's Chat
In late October Peter Pardington, Graham Findlater and others
offered to continue the work of Bob and David on the workshop rear
extension. As we have several jobs that need doing this was gratefully
accepted.
Bob and Mrs Proudfoot took a day off work on the Thursday before the
November run and fitted a new sewage pump, the old one having been
giving us trouble for some time. We still need to check the condition of
the drainage pipe between the clubhouse and the pump chamber, but
this has been difficult as the water table remains very high, as shown
by the steaming bays flooding whenever it rains. I don’t think it has
helped that the old ditches that ran into and along the rear gardens of
Willow Tree Close have gradually been filled in by the residents. Their
gardens are now also flooded regularly.
On 1st November, John Wilcox, Harry and David carried out a
temporary patch (two areas of concern were found) repair to the model
railway room roof, which has been leaking from time to time. It is
hoped that this will suffice until we can do a proper job next year.
The ‘seating bench’ along the inner wall of the steaming bay outside
wall has been completed by Peter Fitch, Graham Hutchinson and Rob
Mitchell; they have now turned their attention to the same on the
opposite wall.
Peter Pardington continues working on the new woodwork for Marsh
Junction signal box.
Once these and other jobs get sorted out we will get back to looking at
the tunnel roofs and the steps to the footbridge to Khazi Box. If you
can help with any of these jobs then they will get done that much
quicker.
Thank you everyone who assisted with exhibiting or stewarding at the
Model Engineer Exhibition at Sandown Park. The London Model
Engineering Exhibition at Alexandra Palace, which IDSME is also
attending, will take place from 16th to 18th January 2015.
Finally despite the best efforts of Sir Cyril Paxton-Rombush I hope
you all have a happy Christmas and New Year.

Mel Fuller
Hon. Chairman
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Ashpan Notebook
Exhibitions
As Ashpan closed for press IDSME was about to attend the Model
Engineer Exhibition at Sandown Park. We will also have a stand at the
London Model Engineering Exhibition at Alexandra Palace from Friday
16th to Sunday 18th January 2015.

Ashpan 104 & 105
Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The Spring issue of Ashpan, number 105, is due to
be published in time for the April running day and so any contributions
should be with the editor by the beginning of March. The editor's contact
details can be found on the inside front cover.

AGM Changes
At the AGM in September, Geoff Higgs was elected President and we
wish him luck as he embarks on his (first?) five year term. There were no
other changes to the committee, and so for 2014/15 the committee is:
Chairman: Mel Fuller, Vice Chairman: Peter Cathcart, President: Geoff
Higgs, Secretary: David Sexton, Treasurer: Graham Findlater, Public
Relations Officer: Phil Wimbush and Committee Member: Bob
Proudfoot.

Winter Programme
The second half of the winter programme appears on the back cover of
this issue of Ashpan. At the time of going to press there were still a few
gaps to be filled and the latest information can be obtained from the
IDSME website, which will be kept up to date, as the final talks are put
in place. The winter programme can be found at
http://www.idsme.co.uk/IDSME/IDSMEWinterProgramme.shtml

Christmas Shopping
For those of you who are struggling to find presents for your friends and
relatives, help may be at hand. Recently two IDSME related items
became available for purchase online.
The first is a children’s book entitled ‘An Ickenham Railway Story’. It is
written and illustrated by a regular visitor to our running days and
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describes a visit to, and trip on, our railway. The sample copy of the book
that has been left in the clubhouse has been avidly studied, as people
tried to work out which IDSME members feature in the illustrations.
The book can be ordered on line from Amazon. ( www.amazon.co.uk )
Just type the ‘An Ickenham Railway Story’ into the search box.

The second item is an IDSME 2015 Calendar. This features photos that I
have taken around the IDSME site over the last year or two. Some of the
images have appeared in the pages of Ashpan. The calendar can be
ordered from http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/IDSME
There is an option on the web page to preview the calendar. Most of
those members who saw the example I had at the club were quite
complementary about it.
The calendar is available from Lulu.com which is one of a number of self-
publishing companies available on the internet. All items ordered from
them are printed on demand. In other words no stock is held in advance
of orders being received. Thus once an order is placed a copy of the
calendar will be pofessionally
printed and then sent to the
purchaser. When I ordered a
calendar it took about a week
overall. Because each item is
printed to order, costs are higher
than for a comparable item
produced in large volumes.
Lulu.com is an American
company and as such the link
above may show you the
price in a foreign currency.
If this happens it is easy
to change to the UK
Store. Just click on
the national flag
near the top right of
the screen and this
will give you the
option to 'Change
Store'. Then just select the
UK store.
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Obituaries
Sadly we lost two members in September, one just before, and one just
after the AGM. On the 23rd September Lawrence Penn, from Church
Place, next to our site died. He lived in the property immediately behind
Marsh Junction signal box, which is how we first got to know him,
talking over the fence. He joined IDSME as a gesture of support for our
activities and was occasionally seen on a Tuesday or Friday. He helped
us forge a good relationship with the residents of the estate.
A long serving member, Martin Humphrey, died suddenly at home on
29th September. He had attended the AGM on the 26th. Martin was
born in Northwood and went to school there before going on to Imperial
College.
He was a past treasurer of
ours and a former organiser
of our Winter Programme. He
contributed in many other
ways as well, presenting
various talks as part of our
winter programme and
writing many articles for
Ashpan. He was also a
regular contributor to our
General Interest evenings
and always had something in
hand for when we were a bit
short of subjects.
One well remembered talk
was on taste (sweet and sour)
and how we sometimes
perceived these two things
wrongly. To demonstrate this
amongst other things we had
to taste several alcoholic
beverages, which proved his
point and also ensured it was
one of our most popular
evenings!
Martin regularly exhibited
his work on our stands at the

Martin is seen preparing his locomotive for
display at Alexandra Palace, last January
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Model Engineer and London Model Engineering Exhibitions, most
recently presenting his 3½” GWR locomotive standing on end on a
turntable.
He also did the paint job on club locomotive ‘Terry’.
Looking around our site you will see a number of things that are the
result of his work. The ‘new’ ceiling and lighting in the clubroom;
modernised toilet, the clubroom chairs, the lamp posts on the front lawn
and the ornate gate posts outside the rear workshop doors...
He was also compiling the members' photo montage and had
photographed everyone when his computer crashed. He told me during
the week before he died that his son had rescued all the photographs
and had transferred them to his new computer so it would be finished
soon. Sadly it was not to be.
Ten members represented IDSME at his funeral on 14th October

Mel Fuller
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

President's Charity
New society president Geoff Higgs explains his choice for the
President's Charity during his term of office.

Having given it some thought, I have decided to continue with the Child
Development Centre as the President's Charity.
The reasons, and not because that was the easiest thing to do, are:

1. It is a local charity where all the contribution go to them.
(Some larger, worthwhile charities have to send contributions to
head office for redistribution.)

2. We can keep in touch and members of the society can actually
see where and how our contributions are used.

3. Their need is for equipment and that equipment will not be
everlasting.

4. The charity is about children and, although the members of the
society may not see our club that way, the public, who also
contribute, will feel it an appropriate charity from a society that
gives their own children so much pleasure.

5. It is not a large or famous charity and contributions from us can
make a great difference to them.
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The Anderton Boat Lift
The Anderton Boat Lift is another of the interesting alternatives to locks
that have graced Britain’s canal system. Located near the village of
Anderton in Cheshire, it links the Trent & Mersey canal to the River
Weaver Navigation fifty feet below.
The story of the Anderton Boat Lift begins some 200 million years ago.
At that time that part of Cheshire formed a shallow basin slightly below
sea level. This was regularly flooded by seawater which would then
evaporate, as this part of the world then enjoyed a substantially warmer
climate than today. As the water evaporated, the remaining liquid
contained an increasingly high concentration of salt and when this
mixture reached a critical density, a rapid crystallisation of the salt took
place resulting in the formation of rock salt. This process was repeated
numerous times over several million years.
Two salt beds, each about 100 feet thick, have been identified, one above
the other. This suggests that there was a period in the middle of the
formation of these salt beds, where no flooding from the sea occurred, but
rather fresh water flooding took place from rivers and the like, resulting
in the deposition of a layer of silts and clay. The upper salt bed is
typically about 200 feet below ground level, but near the town of
Northwich its only about 100 feet below the surface. Overall the salt beds
are estimated to contain 400 trillion tonnes of salt.
Most of the salt deposits are sufficiently deep to be unaffected by ground
water. Where the deposits are closer to the surface however, the rock salt
is dissolved by the groundwater, resulting in natural brine springs with a
salt concentration of as much as eight times that of sea water.
The earliest confirmed use of these springs for salt extraction dates back
to the Roman occupation of Britain. The remains of workshops from that
era have been found in Middlewich (which the Romans called Salinae),
while lead pans used in the evaporation process have been found at
Northwich and Nantwich. All three towns are located on low lying
ground adjacent to rivers and are believed to be sited where there were
once natural brine springs. Northwich and Nantwich lie on the River
Weaver, while Middlewich, a little to the east, lies on the River Dane,
which joins the Weaver at Northwich.
The first written record of salt extraction appears in the Domesday Book,
although, other than noting that the industry was well established in the
area, no further details were given.
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The first description of the salt extraction process dates from the
fifteenth century. This refers to salt pits, from which brine was carried in
leather buckets to a wooden trough. The trough would distribute the
brine to the salt houses by means of gravity. In the salt houses the water
was boiled away by heating in shallow pans over wood or coal fires. Each
ton of white salt produced in this way required two tons of coal or its
equivalent in wood.
The first salt pits referred to above, were in all likelihood dug on the site
of the original natural springs in an effort to follow the receding
groundwater table caused by over extraction. Doubtless though, other
pits would soon have been opened up in the surrounding area.
By 1636 it was recorded that pumps were in use to bring the brine to the
surface. Brine pumping was a not the ideal method of bringing salt to the
surface, as it resulted in large underground caverns being formed in an
uncontrolled fashion. This was particularly true after the practice of
pumping warm water into the salt pits began in the 1870s. The warm
water more readily dissolved the salt and thus substantially increased
the amount of brine that could be extracted from the pit. These large
underground caverns often collapsed meaning that the area suffered
from a substantial subsidence problem over many many years. In rural
areas this subsidence often resulted in the formation of new lakes, called
‘flashes’ by the locals. The towns were also affected with the result that
many buildings were constructed using a wooden framework, with
special jacking points which permitted the whole building to be jacked up
in the event of settlement. Nevertheless some incidents of subsidence
could be quite dramatic. Northwich had its own unique definition of the
word ‘shoplifting’ as the High Street, shops and all, had to raised several
feet, on a number of occasions to keep it above river level.
In 1670, John Jackson of Halton, was prospecting for coal, but instead
found rock salt. With the realisation that the salt could be mined
directly, rather than having to extract it from the naturally occurring
brine, it was not long before the salt industry in Cheshire was
transformed. Within just a few years rock salt was being mined
extensively, both for direct use and to be added to weak brine. White salt
could only be produced by evaporating the brine solution which was still
being pumped from the ground. By dissolving rock salt in the naturally
occurring brine, a much higher salt concentration could be achieved,
meaning that less water had to be boiled off before reaching the critical
density at which salt crystallisation occurred. This in turn meant a
considerable reduction in the quantity of fuel required to heat the water.
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Above: Subsidence in Northwich.
Below: Shoplifting in progress.
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Typically one ton of coal could now result in the production of three tons
of salt, a sixfold improvement.
With the sudden boom in salt production, the limiting factor for the
industry now became its ability to get the salt to market. Going back to
Roman times, salt had been transported by horse and cart over the
excellent road system the Romans built. After they left Britain the road
system effectively remained static and was in fact allowed to deteriorate
such that by the end of the seventeenth century, when rock salt mining
commenced, the transport links were worse than those the Romans had
enjoyed.
By this time the principle market for Cheshire’s salt was in Liverpool
and Manchester, and so the salt was transported by river. The River
Weaver links Nantwich, Northwich, Winsford and Middlewich (via the
River Dane) to the River Mersey. In the early days the river was only
navigable as far the tidal limit at Pickering’s wharf and salt from the
mines was transported by pack horses to the wharf where they were
loaded into barges that rode the ebbing tide back to the Mersey. Coal for
use in the salt extraction process was transported in the opposite
direction.
As in so many other areas of the country it was realised that poor
transport links were hampering growth business and there were many
calls to make improvements to the Weaver. Several bills were deposited
in parliament, but were defeated following objections from local land
owners, who feared flooding, and carriers (presumably owners of the
pack horses) who feared loss of trade.
A pack horse could typically carry about 200lbs of salt, while the sailing
ships being used at Pickerings Wharf could carry 35 tons. The sailing
ships were known as Weaver Flats. There must have been hundreds of
horses employed in moving the salt to Pickerings Wharf and it is no
wonder that the owners of the salt mines were so supportive of efforts to
make improvements to the river.
Eventually, in 1721, an Act was passed that allowed improvements to be
carried out. The work consisted of dredging and the construction of a
series new cuts with weirs and locks to manage the drop of around fifty
feet over a distance twenty miles. Altogether there were twelve timber
locks and the improvements resulted in a minimum draught of 4 feet 6
inches being available. Completed at a cost of £15,885 by 1732, the river
was now navigable as far as Winsford. However the furthest downstream
lock was at Pickerings, the tidal limit, and so the lower stretch of the
river remained unnavigable at low tide.
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A separate Act, also of 1721, allowed for similar improvements to be
made to the River Dane between Northwich and Middlewich. This work
was never carried out and so, after completion of the Weaver navigation,
salt from Middlewich was transported by road to Winsford. Fortunately
this road was a relatively good one and Middlewich did not unduly suffer
from having poorer transport links than Northwich and Winsford. In
contrast Nantwich, which is on the River Weaver, but was upstream of
the new limit of navigation at Winsford, did suffer a decline, particularly
after the abandonment of a scheme to extend the navigation to the town,
for which an Act of Parliament had been obtained in 1738.
The 1721 act allowed tolls to be charged, with any profits being given to
the county of Cheshire for the maintenance of bridges and highways.
Initially however the navigation was not profitable, although the
situation improved after 1740. Further improvements to the navigation
were carried out in the late 1750s, principally the enlargement of the
locks for larger craft. At the same time a new lock was provided at
Frodsham, much closer to the point where the Weaver joins the Mersey.

A further substantial improvement to the area’s transport links came in
1777 when the Trent & Mersey Canal opened. It linked the river Trent at
Rugeley with the Bridgewater Canal at Preston Brook. The latter
provided a connection to the river Mersey at Runcorn, hence justifying
the new canal’s name. The canal passed through Middlewich and
paralleled the Weaver navigation for some distance near Anderton. Its
opening caused an immediate 25% reduction in traffic on the river. This
reduction was however soon reversed as the salt industry continued to
expand resulting in increased traffic all round.
The canal also passed through the Potteries and the Staffordshire coal
fields. Improved transport links to both were a principle reason for the
canal’s construction and the latter soon became the salt industry’s
preferred source for coal used to heat the salt pans.
The trustees of the Weaver navigation had opposed construction of the
canal, fearing that their loss of business would be greater than it actually
turned out to be. Prior to the canal’s opening much of the raw materials
for the Potteries had been carried on the Weaver navigation before being
transported overland. Much of the finished product had returned via the
same route. It was this traffic that accounted for much of the business
lost to the canal when it opened.
Once construction of the canal had commenced the trustees of the
Weaver navigation turned their attention to trying to claim as much of
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the traffic as possible from the area between the river and the canal. To
that end they set about making improvements to roads leading to the
river. They were successful in retaining much of the salt traffic from
Middlewich via Winsford, although they were helped in this by the fact
that the vessels used on the Weaver were better suited to reaching
Liverpool via the Mersey, than were the boats used on the canal.
Not long after the canal opened the Trustees began a campaign to tempt
carriers to transfer their cargoes from the canal to the river for the
journey out to the Mersey. In 1788 investigations began in to the
provision of a positive link between the canal and the river. This was
supported by the salt proprietors of Middlewich who would have
preferred to use the canal, rather than the Winsford road, to reach the
river. There were three obvious possible locations at Anderton, Barnton
and Saltersford. In each case the canal and river were separated by only
a few hundred yards. Typically the canal was about 50 feet above the
river. Eventually Anderton was selected as the point at which the
connection should be made.
Unfortunately the poor relations between the Weaver trustees and the
canal company meant that the latter would not consent to a water based
connection between canal and river. With the canal higher than the river
any such connection would have resulted in water being lost from the
canal each time a vessel passed from one to the other. Consequently any
and all goods transferred would have to be transhipped between vessels.
The Weaver Trustees acquired a piece of land on the north bank of the
river at Anderton, and in 1793 this was used to construct a basin at river
level leading from the river to the base of the escarpment, along the top
of which ran the canal. In the early days of the basin almost all of the
transhipped goods were downhill, i.e. from canal to river and for the most
part was salt from Middlewich. In 1796 two cranes were installed to lift
goods from river to canal, but it seems unlikely that much traffic was
handled in this way. By 1800 two salt chutes and an inclined plane had
been constructed on the bank separating canal and river. Rock salt was
manually unloaded from boats on the canal before being barrowed across
the tow path and tipped down the chutes directly into the river boats
waiting below in Anderton basin. The inclined plane allowed goods other
than loose salt to be transhipped.
Following an approach ‘from gentlemen concerned in the pottery trade’ a
new quay to handle china clay was constructed at Anderton in 1801.
Transhipping of goods bound for Liverpool from canal to river at
Anderton was a competitive alternative to keeping them on the canal to
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Runcorn, as transhipment would in any case have been required at the
latter, since the canal boats were unsuitable for use on the Mersey.
Furthermore the Duke of Bridgewater charged a fee for all boats passing
between the Bridgewater canal and the Mersey. It was in the interest of
the Weaver Trustees to keep the fees for the use of Anderton basin to
minimum in order to undercut the Duke of Bridgewater’s charge. Things
further improved in 1807 when the Weaver Trustees obtained an Act of
Parliament for the construction of the Weston Canal. This ran from
Frodsham to deep water moorings at Weston Point and finally allowed
access from the Weaver Navigation to the Mersey at all states of the tide.
The Trent & Mersey had unsuccessfully opposed the bill during its
passage through parliament but had at least succeeded in getting clauses
inserted in the 1807 Act that prohibited transhipments of pottery goods
and materials at Anderton. This restriction was repealed by an Act of
1825 and this latter Act marked a thawing in relations between the
Weaver Navigation and the Trent & Mersey Canal.
Transhipment of clay, flint and finished pottery-ware recommenced at
Anderton almost immediately and rapidly grew in volume. A second
entrance to the Anderton basin was created in 1831. Located
approximately 150 yards downstream of the original entrance it caused
the basin to take the form of a loop from the river with a newly created
central island.
By the middle of the 19th Century Anderton had become a significant
focus for canal and river traffic in the northwest of England. Just the raw
materials and finished goods to and from the Potteries amounted to
30,000 tons transhipped annually at Anderton.
With such large volumes of goods being transhipped thoughts once again
turned towards eliminating the costs and delays of transhipment by
providing a proper link between the canal and the river. The most
obvious choice was a flight of locks. However there were certain
objections to this idea. Firstly it would be difficult to find the space for
the number of locks required at Anderton. Secondly the number of locks
would have made it quite expensive to build, and the volumes of water
lost from the canal would have been significant on what was expected to
be a highly used connection. Possibly further expenditure on additional
water supplies for the canal would have been required.
The alternative of a boat lift was thought to have a number of
advantages. It was believed to be cheaper to build, would occupy less
space, consume only 1% of the water that would have been required for a
flight of locks and would offer a much faster transit time than a flight of
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locks with consequent increase in throughput of vessels. It was estimated
that as many as ten times the number of vessels could be accommodated
compared with a flight of locks. The lift was to be hydraulically operated.
Edward Leader Williams, the Weaver Navigation’s engineer at the time,
had been most impressed when he had inspected a hydraulic lift graving
dock that had been installed at Victoria Docks in Blackwall. This was
capable of lifting ships of up to 2,000 tons from the water for
maintenance purposes.
The Trustees of the Weaver Navigation approached the North
Staffordshire Railway company in 1870 with a view to sharing the costs
of construction. The latter had purchased the Trent & Mersey Canal in
1845. The railway was not much interested although they did not raise
the same objections to a water borne connection being made that the
canal company had some eighty years before. At a special general
meeting in 1871 the Weaver Trustees decided to press on with the
scheme on their own. An Act of Parliament was sought and this received
Royal Assent in July 1872.
Design work having proceeded in parallel with the passage of the bill
through parliament, a contract for the fabrication and erection of the iron
work of the lift was let to Emmerson Murgatroyd & Co of Stockport and
Liverpool in September 1872. The contract was valued at £28,420. This
was more than double the original 1870 estimate of £12,000. Partly this
was down to an underestimation of the true cost, but it was also partly
attributable to a sudden rise in the cost of iron at the time the contract
was let. Iron was at that time more expensive than it had ever been
before.
Other works were carried out by the Weaver Navigation itself. These
included the foundations of the lift and the construction of the basins and
approaches to the lift. Altogether these works cost £18,965. When extra
costs associated with Emmerson Murgatroyd’s contract arising from
design changes during the construction process are taken into account
the total cost of constructing the lift was £48,428.
Construction took 30 months from late 1872 until the middle of 1875. It
was formally opened on 26th July 1875.

Description of the Lift

Edward Leader Williams, as chief engineer for the Weaver Navigation
had devised the original concept for the boat lift, but he delegated the
detailed design work to Edwin Clark. Shortly after the boat lift gained
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parliamentary approval, Leader Williams left his position as chief
engineer to take up a similar appointment on the Bridgewater Canal. He
was replaced by John Watt Sandeman and it was the latter who oversaw
final design work and construction of the lift itself.
The lift consisted of two water filled caissons which could each lift two
narrow boats of up to 6 feet 6 inches beam or a single wide boat of up to
13 feet beam. Leader Williams had originally considered using only one
caisson, lifted directly by hydraulic power, but the size of the steam
engine required to make the ascent in a reasonable period of time was
prohibitive. He then devised a design that featured a counter-balance,
before moving onto the more obvious solution of two caissons that could
balance each other.
Each caisson was lifted by a single hydraulic ram that was mounted
below. Consideration had been given to using more than one ram per
caisson, but it was believed that there might be difficulties in
synchronising them, something which would be essential to keep the
caisson level. A failure to keep the caisson level would cause the water in
the caisson to flow to the low end, placing more weight on the shorter
ram, probably making the situation worse.
The lift was located on the island that had been formed when the second
entrance to Anderton Basin had been created. To reach it from the canal
an aqueduct had to be constructed, crossing the basin. In the space
between the river basin and the canal a new basin was constructed at
canal level and since this occupied space that had previously been a
slope, the ground beneath had to be made up after the construction of a
substantial retaining wall. The aqueduct led from this basin and its
purpose was to provide room for boats waiting to use the lift.
On the island at river level a rectangular water filled dock was provided
which connected with the Anderton basin. The caissons descended into
this dock and the ram pistons passed right through it. Below the dock
was a valve chamber which also contained the heads of the ram
cylinders. The ram pistons passed through a stuffing box in the base of
the dock, which kept the water out of the valve chamber. The ram
cylinders were installed in shafts below the valve chamber. These shafts
had been constructed by sinking cast iron cylinders of 5 feet 6 inches
diameter to a depth of 70 feet. The interior of these cylinders was the
excavated by hand. Compressed air had to be used to keep water out of
the excavation, with a pressure of 26lbs per square inch being required
on at least one occasion. The water was coming from the river,
percolating through strata of sand and gravel. Below 50 feet however, the
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excavation entered the hard stratified marl that overlaid the rock salt
deposits in this district and this formed a suitable foundation for
hydraulic rams.
The cylinders of the hydraulic rams consisted of three cast iron tubes
with flanged bolted connections with an internal diameter of 3 feet 1
inch. The space between these cylinders and the 5 feet six inch shaft in
which they are set was filled with concrete. The pistons of the hydraulic
rams similarly consisted of three cast iron tubes of 3 feet outside
diameter and a wall thickness of 1 ¾ inches. The rams had a stroke of 50
feet 4 inches, this being the difference in level between canal and river
and they typically worked at between 550 and 670 lbs per square inch.
The ram cylinders were linked by a 5 inch diameter pipe, to which
various valve connections were made.
Each caisson was 75 feet long and 15 feet 6 inches wide and were made
from wrought iron. The floors of each caisson were strengthened by
gusset plates radiating from the centre where the caisson was supported
by the hydraulic ram. At each end of the caisson was a manually
operated vertical lift gate. The caissons weighed 252 tons in working
order, and due to displacement, this was true regardless of the presence,
or not, of a boat.
One advantage of supporting the caissons from below as opposed to from
above was that it obviated the need for a substantial overhead
supporting structure to carry the weight of the caissons. Instead a much
lighter surrounding structure was provided to guide the caissons as they
ascended or descended. Seven cast iron columns were provided. Six acted
as guide columns, three at each end of the lift. The seventh column,
located at the river end of the lift was provided to add lateral stability to
the structure. The outside corners of each caisson had cast iron guide
blocks which coincided with angle guides on the inside of the guide
columns, the middle column at each end having guides for both caissons.
The aqueduct which linked the canal basin to the lift was constructed of
wrought iron in three spans of 57 feet, 75 feet and 30 feet respectively. It
is supported on hollow cast iron columns and is divided into two separate
channels which coincide with the caissons on the lift structure. Each
channel has separate manually operated vertical lift gates at each end of
the aqueduct. The ends of the aqueduct channels nearest to the lift are
angled outwards from true vertical and have a rubber seal around the
edge. This corresponds to the end of the caisson which is angled inwards
slightly and consequently contact between the rising caisson and
aqueduct occurs almost simultaneously along the length of the seal,
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which is then compressed by the very final upward movement of the
caisson.
A gantry over the lift end of the aqueduct carried the valve control hut
from which the lift operator opened and closed the various valves
required to raise and lower the caissons.
An accumulator (a means of storing hydraulic power) was provided at the
north end of the lift adjacent to the aqueduct. This was kept primed by a
10 horse power, coal fired steam engine that was housed in a brick
building below the aqueduct.

Operating the lift.

This explanation refers to the diagram opposite It should be noted that
the layout of valves shown in the diagram is for explanation of the
principles of operation and does not accurately show how the various
hydraulic connections were laid out. The initial position sees all valves
shown on the diagram closed.
The lift worked by deliberately creating an imbalance between the two
caissons. Once the boats were in the caissons and the gates closed, some
water was siphoned off from the lower caisson reducing the water level
by six inches. Once this was complete the main valve ‘M’ was opened,
connecting the two rams together. The upper caisson, now being the
heavier of the two, starts to descend forcing the lower caisson to rise. The
rate of descent is limited by the bore of pipe connecting the two rams
which is only 5 inches.
This movement continues until the descending caisson enters the water
of the lower dock. Displacement of water lowers the effective weight of
the descending caisson, bringing the two caissons back into balance,
arresting the motion of both. This is before either has reached the limit of
its movement. At this point valve ‘M’ closed once more and valves A1 and
D2 are opened.
Opening valve A1 connects the ram of the ascending caisson to the
accumulator, which now lifts the caisson the final few feet to the upper
level. Once in position valve A1 is closed to hold the caisson in position.
Opening valve D2 allows water to escape from the descending ram
meaning that the descending caisson can settle on the bottom of the dock
under its own weight. Again the rate of descent is limited by the bore of
the pipe. Once fully descended valve D2 would be closed returning us to
the starting condition.
Obviously valves A2 and D1 would be used when the roles of ascending
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and descending caissons are reversed.
With movement of caissons now complete
the gate on the lower caisson could now be
opened to allow boats out into the river. The
process at the upper level was slightly more
complicated. A valve would be opened in the
valve control hut that would allow water to
flow from the aqueduct via a penstock to fill
the void between the aqueduct gate and the
caisson gate. Once filled both gates would
be opened a few inches to allow water to
flow into the caisson and restore the six
inches of water that had been siphoned off
earlier. Once water levels had been
equalised both gates would be opened fully
allowing boats to depart.
It typically took
about three minutes
for the caissons to
travel from lower to
upper level when
operating in
tandem. However
the option existed to
raise or lower a
caisson
independently
should that be
necessary, for
example because of
maintenance work
taking place on the
other caisson. In
this case all the
work of raising the
caisson was done by
the accumulator by
opening the
relevant ‘A’ valve.
Likewise descent
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would have been achieved by opening the relevant ‘D’ valve. When the
accumulator was called on to do all the work, the ascent time was
increased to half an hour.

With the lift now in operation traffic began to build up. In 1876 the first
full year of operation 31,294 tons of goods passed through the lift. Traffic
generally climbed from there, peaking at over 192,000 tons in 1906.
There were occasional dips, but these could more often than not be
attributed to specific issues. For example in 1882 the traffic passing
through the lift was half that of the year before and this was due to a
prolonged (six month) closure of the lift due to a catastrophic failure of
one of the hydraulic ram cylinders.
This failure occurred on 18th April 1882 and caused the upriver (eastern
caisson), which had been raised to the upper level, to descend in an
uncontrolled fashion. The cylinder wall had failed at the point where the
5 inch pipe linking the two rams entered the cylinder. By this time the
chief engineer for the Weaver Navigation was Lionel B. Wells and he
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called upon Leader-Williams, Edwin Clark and representatives of
Emmerson Murgatroyd & Co to come and investigate the failure.
These experts could not agree as to the cause and so tests were carried
out on the other hydraulic ram. This failed in an identical fashion when
subjected to a pressure of 800 lbs per square inch. This was higher than
normal working pressure, but not significantly so. Various causes were
considered including settlement of the foundations of the lift caused by
subsidence. However no evidence of this was found and the official
conclusion was that the failure was caused by stress-induced cracking
emanating from the connection to the 5 inch pipe.
A new design of casting was produced to replace the failed section of the
cylinders. Rather than having a single connection to the five inch pipe,
this latter now split into several two inch pipes which entered the
cylinder at points around its circumference. The replacement parts were
installed in September 1882 and the lift re-opened to traffic on 5th
October.
It was in 1882 that grooving of the rams was first observed. Some repairs
were carried out in 1885. The method used was to dovetail pieces of
copper into the grooves to produce a smooth surface. This approach had
been successfully used at the hydraulic graving dock in London. However
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it was the worst possible thing that could have been done at Anderton.
Canal and river water in the area was, naturally enough given the local
geography, badly contaminated with salt. Not only was this likely to be a
principal reason for the grooving appearing in the first place, but its
presence, where copper was in contact with cast iron, set up and
electrolytic reaction, actually accelerating the deterioration of the rams.
It was not initially realised the effect copper was having on the rams but
even after it became apparent, the practice continued because no other
suitable method of repair had been found.
Wells was appointed as engineer to the Aire & Calder Navigation in 1887
and his replacement at Weaver was his assistant J. A. Saner.
By 1893 Saner was actively looking for ways to extend the life of the
rams and in 1895 proposed to the trustees of the Weaver Navigation that
the hydraulic system be converted from using canal and river water, to
using distilled water. The trustees did not give the go ahead until 1897
which was almost the last possible moment. The rams would remain in
use for a further eleven years and much later Saner would estimate that
the change prolonged the life of the rams by only ten years.
Other problems arose during this period. In particular in 1896 there was
some movement of a retaining wall close to the aqueduct, which
threatened to both the lift and the canal. In order to stabilise the
situation it was necessary to fill in that section of the Anderton basin
which was below the aqueduct. Thus the basin was split into two
separate arms branching off the river, and the lift was no longer located
on an island.
The problem of corrosion had not gone away with the conversion to using
distilled water, rather it had merely slowed the deterioration down a bit.
In August 1904 Saner presented a report to the trustees which gave a
long list of repairs that would shortly be required on the lift. He
suggested two alternatives: a new lift to be built nearby or a scheme to
rejuvenate the existing lift. With regard to the latter option he felt that
repairs to the lift would result in significant disruption to traffic if
hydraulic power was retained, presumably because complete
replacement of the hydraulic rams was required, and he therefore
proposed that the lift be rebuilt for electric operation.
His report included estimated costs for the various options. Repairs to
the existing arrangements were estimated at between £21,600 and
£23,100 taking into account losses caused by significant disruption to
traffic using the lift. There was also uncertainty as to just how much
work would be required in replacing the rams, as the cylinders had been
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impossible to
inspect since
they were
installed.
In contrast
conversion to an
electric hoist
operation was
estimated to cost
only £15,000
because it would
cause relatively
little
interruption to
traffic. In effect a
new lift would be
built around the
old one as it
continued to
operate as before.
Conversion
would require
only three
complete
stoppages of a
fortnight each.
The estimate of
the cost of completely new lift was £105,000.
Saner’s proposal would see each caisson suspended from wire ropes
which passed over pulleys to counterweights. An electric motor would
rotate the pulleys and because the system was in balance, would only
have to be powerful enough to overcome the friction in the system. Each
caisson could now be operated normally even if the other was out of use.
Other improvements included the conversion of the lower dock to a dry
dock, removing the issue of water displacement causing the system to
become unbalanced, while at the same time reducing the risk of corrosion
to the caissons.
The trustees had little choice but accept their engineer’s
recommendation, but they did ask Sir Benjamin Baker to review Saner’s
design. Subject to some modification Sir Benjamin approved Saner’s
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plans. The principle change was the provision of safety ropes. As original
proposed, only friction stopped the wire ropes slipping over stationary
pulleys. While the system remained in balance this was more than
adequate. However should a significant imbalance occur between the
counter weights and the caisson, say through loss of water from the
latter, then this would be sufficient to overcome the friction and
uncontrolled movement of the caisson would result. The safety ropes
were, at one end, attached to every second counter weight, while at the
other, the rope was wound on to or off a cable drum attached to the
pulley, according to the rotation of the latter. In normal operation the
safety ropes were slightly slack and carried no weight. However if the
other ropes began to slip on the pulley, the slackness would be quickly
taken up and the safety ropes would take the weight of half the counter
weights. It was hoped that reducing the total counter balance weight in
this way would arrest the uncontrolled motion of the caisson.
Finally, after much deliberation the trustees gave the go ahead for the
conversion in early 1906. Preparatory work began almost immediately.
The first big job to be tackled was the conversion of the lower dock from
wet to dry. The existing dock only had an earth bottom and it was
necessary to install an inverted arch and end gates to keep the river
water out. The inverted arch prevented water seeping back into the dock
via the ground while also providing support to the side walls of the dock
which would later be required to carry some of the load of the new
superstructure.
The inverted arch was installed during the first of the three planned
stoppages, the lift being out of service for nineteen days during April
1906. A second stoppage of ten days took place during August of that
year and the frame work for the new river gates was installed.
Work then turned to preparations of the foundations for the new
superstructure to be erected around the existing lift. This work took
place to either side of the lift and did not interfere with its operation.
Many of the components for the conversion were prepared at the Weaver
Navigation’s yard in Northwich, before being transported to site. The
appearance of the lift was radically altered with the erection of the
machinery deck over the lift. This consisted of five pairs of steel tube A-
frames placed either side of the lift. These supported five riveted steel
cross beams which in turn supported longitudinal beams on which was
mounted the cast iron head gear and electric motors.
By April 1908 work had advanced sufficiently to allow conversion from
hydraulic operation to take place. The last day of hydraulic operation
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was 15th April 1908. There then followed the third and final stoppage,
which lasted twenty days. Work was concentrated on converting the
eastern caisson. The ram head was removed and side beams were
installed on the caisson. The latter would carry the attachments to the
wire ropes. The ropes and counter weights were also installed. Altogether
each caisson was balanced by eighteen counterweights placed on the
outside of the lift. Each counterweight had two wire ropes which both
rose vertically to a large pulley above. One rope passed over the pulley
and went straight back down to the edge of the caisson closest to the
weight. The other rope passed over the same pulley before going across
the machinery deck to another pulley from where it descended to the far
side of the caisson. Altogether there were four rows of pulleys on the
machinery deck, two rows for each caisson. As previously noted some of
the counterweights also had a safety rope. The electric motor for each
caisson was placed between the two rows of pulleys for that caisson. It
drove them through bevel gearing and a lay shaft. The electric motors
were 30 horsepower and operated from a 440 volt supply at a speed of
750 rpm. The gearing between the motor and the pulleys meant this

The unpowered narrowboat Euston
enters the electric lift in 1931. The
narrowboat Nora has her stern up
against the entrance gate to the
western caisson and the packet
Weaver Belle can be seen moored
outside her dumb barge
Gowanburn, behind in the basin.
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resulted in the main pulleys having a speed of ½ rpm.
By 1st May work on converting the eastern caisson was complete. This
allowed testing of the new electric operation to commence. This went
without a hitch and the lift was soon re-opened, with all traffic being
conveyed via the eastern caisson.
Over the following weeks conversion of the western caisson took place,
the ability to operate the caissons independently proving its worth right
from the outset. The western caisson was completed by mid-July. The
converted lift was formally re-opened on 29th July 1908, by the chairman
of the Weaver Trust, Sir Joseph Verdin.
The final cost of conversion was £25,869, substantially higher than
Saner’s original estimate. In part this was due to a costly error in
specifying the steel tubes for the A-frames, which cost £2,000 to put
right. The rest was attributed to the ever increasing cost of iron and
steel. On a happier note traffic through the converted lift continued to
grow, reaching 225,000 tons a year by 1913.

Maintenance on the Machinery Deck
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This as it turned out was the all-time high for traffic through the lift. The
First World War caused a drop in traffic on the canal network as a whole,
and this was reflected in the levels of traffic passing through the lift. In
part, this fall in traffic was attributed to staff shortages. Many canal
staff were called up. The situation was confused because those canal
companies owned by railway companies came under the control of the
railway executive and many of their employees were deemed to be in
reserved occupations and couldn’t be called up. Independent waterways
such as the Weaver Navigation, enjoyed no such protection and lost
substantial numbers of staff to the war effort.
Following the war, traffic recovered somewhat reaching a peak in 1929 of
140,042 tons. This peak was however nowhere near the pre-war levels.
After this traffic began a terminal decline that matched that of
commercial carrying on the waterways of this country. By 1947 total
traffic had fallen to 32,624 tons, almost back to where it started when the
lift first opened in 1875.
Meanwhile staff of the Weaver Navigation were learning how to
maintain their new lift. While removing all the hydraulic equipment had
solved the particular corrosion problems that had bedevilled the lift for
many years, a different corrosion issue was introduced. Much of the new
structural steel supporting the machinery deck was vulnerable to
corrosion unless kept properly painted. Within only a couple of years of
completion of the conversion some of the steelwork needed repainting
and Saner began searching for a longer lasting type of paint. He settled
on a type of black enamel made from bitumen, but nevertheless
recommended that the lift be fully repainted every three years.
Another issue that cropped up after a few years was the life of the wire
ropes that carried the caissons. These were 1¼ inches in diameter and
made up of 6 strands, each strand consisting of 19 wires. The ropes came
in two lengths. The longer ropes passed over two pulleys to the far side of
the caisson from the counter weights, while the shorter ropes ran over a
single pulley to the side closest to the weights. A detailed examination, in
1914, of the ropes for the No. 1, up river, caisson showed that apart from
normal expected wear all the short ropes were in fine condition. However
of the 18 long ropes, 12 were found to have at least one broken wire. One
rope had no less than 13 broken wires, although this still offered a safety
factor of 7 to 1. The rope with 13 broken wires was sent away for testing
and the conclusion was that the cause of the wires breaking was fatigue,
induced by the constant bending and straightening of the rope as it
passed over the pulleys. For every operation the of lift the long ropes
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were subject to double the number of such bending and straightening
operations than short ropes were, as they passed over two pulleys
instead of one. This was why only the long ropes appeared to be suffering
at first. Nevertheless Saner thought that ten years life could be expected
of even the long ropes. Over the years replacing the lifting ropes would be
a regular maintenance activity.
In 1949 there was a change of ownership of the lift. Under the terms of
the 1947 transport act the inland waterway system, including the
Weaver Navigation, was brought under the control of the British
Transport Commission in June 1949. They were vested in the BTC’s
Docks and Inland Waterways Executive. On the 10th June a notice
appeared in the London Gazette announcing that ‘ …the Board of Trade
pursuant to section 24(1) of the Transport Act 1947 hereby certify that
there is no reason for the continued existence of each and any of the said
bodies.’ There then followed a list of organisations that were being
dissolved and this included ‘The Weaver Navigation Trustees’. Of local
interest to us the list also included ‘The Great Western and Great
Central Railways Joint Committee.’
New ownership did not improve the financial position of the waterways
as usage continued to decline. Savings had to be made where they could.
One area was maintenance of the lift. Saner had specified that the lift be
repainted every three years, and this was probably adhered to while he
remained engineer to the Weaver Navigation. He retired finally in 1934,
and thereafter repainting seems to have occurred every four to five years
at best. Owing to the Second World War, the lift went nine years without
being painted between 1938 and 1947. The steel structure began to suffer
from corrosion and there was rarely the money to properly deal with this.
Traffic continued to decline and the 1950s and 60s were the quietest
periods in the lift’s operational history. There was a resurgence in the
1970s owing to the rise of leisure traffic on the canals.
In 1965 consulting engineers were called in to inspect the structure and
they made 12 recommendations for its maintenance. The same engineers
were called back for another inspection in February 1972 and they noted
that some of their previous recommendations had not been implemented.
This second report identified 22 separate area that needed attention to
ensure the continued safety of the lift, but being able to justify the work
was difficult with so little traffic passing through. In the month before
the second inspection, admittedly during the depths of winter, only two
boats had used the lift.
The final straw came in 1983 when work was in had to repaint the
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structure. Contractors were shot blasting the structure but found that
they were actually creating holes in the steel work. Welders were called
in to weld patches over the holes, but it soon became apparent that holes
were being created faster than welds could be made to repair them. In
autumn of that year the lift was closed because the structure was
deemed to be unsafe.
But that wasn’t the end of the story. The lift had been made a scheduled
ancient monument in 1976 and so could not simply be demolished. Thus
the British Waterways Board would have a continuing liability to
maintain the structure in some way shape or form. Not long after closure
BWB commissioned a report to examine the various options. These
ranged from full restoration, through restoration of a single caisson, to
preservation as a static monument.
Further detailed examinations of the structure followed and it was found
to be in even worse condition than thought when it closed. In November
1987 work began to remove the cast iron head gear an electric motors
from the machinery deck and to lower the caissons and counterweights to
the ground. All this work was designed to reduce the load on the lift
structure. Much of the removed items were stored on the ground to the
east of the lift.
In 1989 BWB issued a tender for work to completely replace the 1908
steel work on a like for like basis, although certain changes were
envisaged such as increased wall thickness of the A-frames. However the
proposed work was never proceeded with after objections from English
Heritage, who felt that restoration rather than replacement should be
the order of the day.
Throughout the 1990s BWB continued to investigate various options for
the lift and in 1999 these finally began to bear fruit when Heritage
Lottery Funding was secured to restore the lift to operation. Surprisingly
this was for restoration of the hydraulic version of the lift. An application
to restore the electric version had been rejected the previous year.
However the 1908 steelwork would be restored sufficiently to allow the
cast iron head gear to be reinstated, in static form, to restore the lift’s
familiar appearance. The counterweights would not be reinstated and
today they are used to form a children’s maze in the grounds of the lift’s
visitors’ centre. Some aspects of the restored hydraulic lift differ from the
original, for example the lower river dock remains a dry dock and the
working fluid is hydraulic oil rather than river or canal water. The
restoration work was carried out over two years from 2000 and the lift
was formally re-opened on 26th March 2002.
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ClotheTo Confusion
To finish off this issue of Ashpan we have a little logic puzzle to allow you
to exercise the little grey cells over the Christmas period.
As many of you will well be aware, this year’s efforts to obtain IDSME
branded clothing have been fraught with difficulties and delays. However
we now seem to be nearing the point where ordered items will shortly be
delivered. There are just a few remaining orders that need to be sorted
out. From the clues below can you help our supplier work out which
member ordered what item, the date the order was placed and the reason
they were originally given for the delay to their order.
Incidentally the Chairman has promised that he is going to have a stiff
word with the IDSME quartermaster about the whole business of
ordering branded clothing. He is just hoping that nobody remembers that
he himself was the last person officially appointed to the role of
quartermaster more than 30 years ago.

Clues:

1. The person who ordered socks placed their order on 28th April.
2. Neither Phil Wimbush nor the person who ordered the money

belt placed their order on 21st May.
3. The person who was told that his order had been run over by a

little grey Fergusin tractor had originally placed his order on the
10th May. He is not a member of the committee and he is not
Mark Piper or the person who ordered a pair of trousers.

4. Simon Tilbury ordered a top hat.
5. Malcolm Parsons placed his order in April.
6. The person who ordered a scarf was told that the delay in

delivery was because the supplier couldn't find an envelope long
enough to avoid bending it.

7. Mel Fuller, who placed his order on 27th May, was not the person
who was told that the manufacturer had insufficient material to
manufacture the product to the required size.

8. Malcolm Parsons, whose order was blown up by the police after it
set off an airport metal detector, did not order a belt.

9. Phil Wimbush did not order trousers.
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Members: Mel Fuller, Malcolm Parsons, Mark Piper,
Simon Tilbury, Phil Wimbush
(Committee Members shown in bold)

Items Ordered: Belt, Scarf, Socks, Top Hat, Trousers

Dates Orders 14th April, 28th April,
Placed: 10th May, 21st May, 27th May

Reason for Delay: 1) Incorrectly completed order form,
2) Run over by a little grey Ferguson tractor,
3) Insufficient material to manufacture

product to the required size,
4) Blown up by the police after causing a

security alert at the airport,
5) Unable to find a long enough envelope

to avoid bending the item.

Answers in the next issue of Ashpan.

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Seasons
Greetings
to all
Ashpan
Readers
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Winter Programme
January 2015

Thursday 1st: Members' Running Day
Friday 9th: More Fun With Clocks - John Oaten
Friday 16th: To Be Announced
Friday 16th to London Model Engineering Exhibition
Sunday 18th: Alexandra Palace
Friday 23rd: To Be Announced
Friday 30th: The Rise and Fall of Television Centre

- Geoff Higgs

February 2015

Friday 6th: Handling Surface Mount Components
- Home & Away - Don Rutherford

Saturday 7th: IDSME Site Working Party
Friday 13th: Quiz Night - Sir Cyril's Minions
Friday 20th: The RNLI - A Potted History and the

Service Today - Trevor Wood
Friday 27th: GWR Steam Railmotor - Mike Werrell

March 2015

Friday 6th: Georgina - John Browning
Saturday 7th: IDSME Site Working Party
Friday 13th: To Be Announced
Friday 20th: To Be Announced
Friday 27th: 3D Printing - A Practical Demonstration

- Brian Everett

April 2015

Saturday 4th: IDSME Public Running Day




